
úÁ�ÉÓËÉ ÎÁÕÞÎÙÈÓÅÍÉÎÁÒÏ× ðïíé�ÏÍ 363, 2009 Ç.V. Bagdonavi�ius, A. Bikelis, V. Kazakevi�ius, M. NikulinESTIMATION OF RELIABILITY USINGFAILURE{DEGRADATION DATAWITH EXPLANATORY VARIABLESAbstrat. Semiparametri estimation of degradation and failure pro-ess harateristis using degradation and multi-mode failure time datawith ovariates is onsidered supposing that the omponent of hazard raterelated with observable degradation is unknown funtion of degradationand may depend on ovariates.1. IntrodutionAn important part of modern reliability theory and survival analysis ismodelling and statistial analysis of ageing, wearing, damage aumula-tion, degradation proesses of tehnial units or systems, living organisms(see overview in Meeker and Esobar (1998), Bagdonavi�ius and Nikulin(1995, 2002), Kalbeish and Prentie (2002)).Lately, methods for simultaneous degradation-failure time data analysisare being developed.Tsiatis, DeGruttola and Wulfsohn (1995), Wulfson and Tsiatis (1997),Henderson, Diggle and Dobson (2000),Wang and Taylor (2001), Law, Tay-lor and Sandler (2002) (see an overview in Tsiatis and Davidian (2004))model the intensity of failure time using generalizations of the Cox model(Cox (1975)), inluding degradation as an additional ovariate and applysemiparametri estimation methods of survival data taken from biomedi-al experiments.Bagdonavi�ius and Nikulin (2001) onsider parametri estimationmethods when degradation is modelled by gamma proess for analysisof reliability data, Lehmann (2004) onsiders parametri estimation forthe ase of degradation proesses de�ned by Wiener di�usion, Bagdon-avi�ius et al (2007) onsider analysis of degradation-failure time-renewaldata without ovariates.We onsider parametri estimation of degradation and failure proessharateristis using degradation and multi-mode failure time data withovariates supposing di�erently as in the generalizations of the Cox model7



8 V. BAGDONAVI�CIUS, A. BIKELIS, V. KAZAKEVI�CIUS, M. NIKULINthat the omponent of hazard rate related with observable degradation isunknown funtion of degradation and may depend on ovariates. Semi-parametri estimation proedure for model parameters is given. Estima-tors of various reliability harateristis are proposed.2. Modeling simultaneous traumati eventsand degradation data under ovariatesSuppose that the following data are available for reliability harater-istis estimation: failure times (possibly ensored), explanatory variables(ovariates, stresses) and the values of some observable quantity hara-terizing the degradation of units. The failure rate of units may dependon ovariates, degradation level and time. For example, many ovariatesinuene the wear rate of tires: state and type of road overing, weightof the load, weather onditions (temperature, humidity), pressure insidetires, type of a vehile, steep turns, et. Via the wear and diretly theovariates may inuene the intensity of traumati failures.We all a failure non-traumati when the degradation attains a ritiallevel. Other failures are alled traumati. Traumati failures may be ofdi�erent modes: related with prodution defets, aused by mehanialdamages or by fatigue of omponents.In this paper methods of estimation and predition of reliability har-ateristis (related with the degradation and the intensity of traumatievents) of units funtioning under various possibly time-dependent o-variates are given.Suppose that under �xed onstant ovariate the degradation is stohas-ti proess Z(t), t ≥ 0.Suppose that the degradation proess Z(t) is modelled by the linearpath model Z(t) = t=A; (1)here A is a positive random variable with the umulative distributionfuntion F . This model �t well as the tire wear model (see Meeker andEsobar (1998)).More general models an be redued to this model by known degrada-tion transformations. For example, ifZ(t) = e−t=A; then − lnZ(t)) = t=A:Denote by T (k) the moment of the traumati failure of the kth mode,k = 1; · · · ; s.



ESTIMATION OF RELIABILITY 9We suppose that the random variables T (1); · · · ; T (s) are onditionallyindependent given the degradation Z.Denote by ~�(k)(t|Z) = ~�(k)(t|Z(s); 0 ≤ s ≤ t) the onditional failurerate of the traumati failure of the kth mode given the degradation.Suppose that this onditional failure rate has two additive omponents:one related to observed degradation values, other - to non-observabledegradation (aging) and to possible shoks ausing sudden traumati fail-ures. For example, observable degradation of tires is the wear of the pro-tetor. The failure rate of tire explosion depends on thikness of the pro-tetor, on non-measured degradation level of other tire omponents andon intensity of possible shoks (hitting a kerb, nail, et.). So~�(k)(t|Z) = �(k)(Z(t)) + �(k)(t): (2)The funtion �(k)(z) haraterizes the dependene of the rate of traumatifailures of the kth mode on degradation.Suppose that ovariates inuene degradation rate and traumati eventintensity. In suh a ase the degradation is not longer linear and the models(1) and (2) need to be modi�ed.Let x(t) = (x1(t); : : : ; xm(t))T be a vetor of s possibly time depen-dent one-dimensional ovariates. We assume in what follows that xi aredeterministi or a realizations of bounded right ontinuous with �nite lefthand limits stohasti proesses.Denote informally by Zx(t) the degradation level at the moment t forunits funtioning under the ovariate x.We suppose that the ovariates inuene loally the sales of thetraumati failure time distribution omponent related to non-observabledegradation (aging) and to possible shoks, i.e. the aelerated failure time(AFT) model is true for this omponent.Let us explain it in detail. Denote byS(k)1 (t|Z) = exp





−

t
∫0 �(k)[Z(u)℄du





; S(k)2 (t) = exp





−

t
∫0 �(k)(u)du



the survival funtions orresponding to the failure rates �(k)(Z(u)) and�(k)(u). The �rst survival funtion is onditional given the degradation.



10 V. BAGDONAVI�CIUS, A. BIKELIS, V. KAZAKEVI�CIUS, M. NIKULINThe AFT model de�nes the following relation of the seond survivalfuntion and the ovariates:S(k)2 (t|x) = S(k)2 



t
∫0 e�Tk x(s) ds ; (3)the parameters �k have the same dimension as x. In partiular ase ofonstant in time ovariatesS(k)2 (t|x) = S(k)2 (e�Tk xt):The ovariate xmay be replaed by some spei�ed funtion '(x). If '(x) =x, we have the loglinear regression model. Sometimes the knowledge of thephysial proesses suggest other forms of the funtion '. For example, ifm = 1, this funtion may have the forms: '(x1) = lnx1 (power rulemodel), '(x1) = 1=x1 (Arrhenius model).Set f(t; x; �) = t

∫0 e�Tx(u) du; (4)and denote by g(t; x; �) the inverse of f(t; x; �) with respet to the �rstargument. If x =onst thenf(t; x; �) = e�Txt; g(t; x; �) = e−�Txt:The funtion f(t; x; �) is time transformation in dependene on x. Forunits funtioning under di�erent ovariates x(1) and x(2) two moments t1and t2, respetively, are equivalent in the sense of degradation if they verifythe equality f(t1; x(1); �) = f(t2; x(2); �), i.e. we onsider the followingmodel for degradation proess under ovariates:Zx(t) = Z(f(t; x; �)) = f(t; x; �)=A: (5)The ovariates have double inuene on the distribution of the �rst trau-mati failure omponent: via degradation and diretly. So we ombine theAFT and the proportial hazards models:S(k)1 (t|x; Zx) = exp





−

t
∫0 e~�Tk x(u)�(k)(f(u; x; �)=A)du





:



ESTIMATION OF RELIABILITY 11Denote by S(k)(t|x;A) = P(T (k) > t|x(u); Zx(u); 0 ≤ u ≤ t);~�(k)(t|x;A)=−
ddt lnS(k)(t|x; Zx) (6)the onditional distribution funtion and the failure rate of the traumatifailure of the kth mode given the ovariates and the degradation. So weonsider the following model.The model:P(T (1) > t; : : : ; T (s) > t|x(u); Zx(u); 0 ≤ u ≤ t) = s

∏k=1S(k)(t|x;A);S(k)(t|x;A) = exp





−

t
∫0 e~�Tk x(u)�(k)(f(u; x; �)=A) du

−

t
∫0 e�Tk x(u)�(k)(f(u; x; �k)) du





=exp









−A f(t;x;�)=A
∫0 e( ~�k−�)Tx(g(Az;x;�))d�(k)(z)
−H(k)(f(t; x; �k))} ; (7)here �(k)(z) = z

∫0 �(k)(y)dy; H(k)(t) = t
∫0 �(k)(u)du: (8)Note that~�(k)(t|x;A) = e~�Tk x(t)�(k)(f(t; x; �)=A) + e�Tk x(t)�(k)(f(t; x; �k)):A failure is alled non-traumati if the degradation attains the level z0.Denote by T (0) the moment of the non-traumati failure.Let S(0)(t|x) = P{T (0) > t | x(u); 0 ≤ u ≤ t}



12 V. BAGDONAVI�CIUS, A. BIKELIS, V. KAZAKEVI�CIUS, M. NIKULIN= P{Zx(t) < z0 | x(u); 0 ≤ u ≤ t} (9)be the survival funtion of the random variable T (0) under the ovariatex, and T = min(T (0); T (1); : : : ; T (s)) (10){ the time of the unit failure. It may be traumati or non-traumati.Set V = k if T = T (k); k = 0; : : : ; s: (11)The random variable V is the indiator of the failure mode. The failuremode 0 is non-traumati. Others are traumati.The hypothesis about (onditional) independene of potential fail-ure time moments is unveri�able if only the minimal failure time T =min (T 0; T (1); : : : ; T (s)) and the failure mode indiator V are observed(see Crowder (2001)). However, we are interested in various reliabilityharateristi that an be expressed in terms of the distribution of (T; V );for example, mean life time e = E(T ) of a unit (we all suh harater-istis identi�able). Although the random variables T (1); : : : ; T (s) are notindependent, there always exists another set ~T (1); : : : ; ~T (s) of independentrandom variables suh that the pair ( ~T ; ~V ) is distributed identially with(T; V ) (here ~T = min ( ~T (0); ~T (1); : : : ; T (s))). Hene e = E( ~T ).Suppose further, we onsider some estimate ê for e, based on the in-dependent sample (Ti; Vi), i = 1; : : : ; n, from the distribution of (T; V ).Then the distribution of ê will be the same in both models, with and with-out independeny assumption. The onlusion is the following: as far asonly identi�able harateristis are onsidered, without loss of generalitywe may assume that T (1); : : : ; T (s) are onditionally independent.3. Semiparametri estimation proedureSuppose that the umulative intensities �(k) are ompletely unknownwhereas the funtions �(k) are from some parametri lasses �(k)(·; k)with unknown parameters k. For example, power funtion (�(k)(t; k) =(t=1k)2k ould be model.Suppose that n units are on test. The ith unit is tested under explana-tory variable x(i), and the failure moments Ti, failure modes Vi and thedegradation values Zi = A−1i f(Ti; x(i); �) (12)at the failure moments Ti are observed. So the data has the form(T1; V1; Z1; x(1)); · · · ; (Tn; Vn; Zn; x(n)): (13)



ESTIMATION OF RELIABILITY 13The ovariates x(i) are observed until the moment Ti. For k = 1; · · · ; sand 0 ≤ z ≤ z0 setN (k)(z) = n
∑i=1N (k)i (z); N (k)i (z) = 1{Zi≤z;Vi=k}: (14)The ounting proess N (k)(z); 0 ≤ z ≤ z0 ounts the number of unitshaving failure of the kth mode until the moment when the degradationattains the level z.Suppose pro tempore that the parameters �; k are known.If � is known then the equality (12) implies that the data (13) is equiv-alent to the data (Ai; Vi; Zi; x(i)): (15)The data (15) is equivalent to the data(Ai; N (k)i (z); x(i); k = 1; : : : ; s; 0 ≤ z ≤ z0): (16)Indeed, the random variables Zi and Vi de�ne the stohasti proessesN (k)i (z), 0 ≤ z ≤ z0. Vie versa, if N (k)i (z) = 0 for all 0 ≤ z ≤ z0 andk = 1; : : : ; s, then Vi = 0 and Zi = z0. If there exist k 6= 0 and zi suhthat N (k)i (zi−) = 0, N (k)i (zi) = 1, then Vi = k and Zi = zi.Let Fz be the �-algebra generated by the random variables A1; · · · ; Anand N (1)i (y); : : : ; N (s)i (y), 0 ≤ y ≤ z, i = 1; : : : n.Proposition. The ounting proess N (k)(z) an be written as the sumN (k)(z) = z

∫0 [Y (y; �; ~�k)�(k)(y) +Q(y; �; �k; k)℄ dy +M (k)(z); (17)where Y (z; �; ~�k) = n
∑i=1 Ai1{Zi≥z}e( ~�k−�)Tx(i)(g(Aiz;x(i);�));Q(z; �; �k; k) = n

∑i=1 Ai1{Zi≥z}�(k)(Aiz; k)e(�k−�)Tx(i)(g(Aiz;x(i);�)):(18)



14 V. BAGDONAVI�CIUS, A. BIKELIS, V. KAZAKEVI�CIUS, M. NIKULINM (k)(z); 0 ≤ z ≤ z0; is a martingale with respet to the �ltration Fz; 0 ≤z ≤ z0; and the preditable ovariation of the proesses M (k) and M (l) isgiven by< M (k);M (l) > (z) = Ækl z
∫0 [Y (y; �; ~�k)�(k)(y) +Q(y; �; �k; k)℄ dy; (19)where Ækl = 1{k=l} is the Kroneker symbol.Proof. Let 0 ≤ y < z ≤ z0. It is suÆient to prove that (we drop k inthe notation �(k)(t; k))E{N (k)1 (z)−N (k)1 (y) | Fy}= E{A1 z

∫y (�(k)(u) + �(k)(A1u; k))1{Z1≥u}du | Fy}:If A1 = a and Z1 ≤ y then N (k)1 (z) = N (k)1 (y). If A1 = a and Z1 > ythen the random variable N (k)1 (z) takes two values, 0 and 1, and (we dropx and � in the notation g(t; x; �))P{N (k)1 (z)−N (k)1 (y) = 1 | Z1 > y; A1 = a}= P{N (k)1 (z)−N (k)1 (y) = 1 | A1 = a; T1 > g(ay)} == P{g(ay) < T (k)1 ≤ g(az); T1 = T (k)1 | A1 = a; T1 > g(ay)}= 1s
∏l=1S(l)1 (g(ay) | a) g(az)

∫g(ay) [e~�Tk x(t)�(k)(f(t; x; �)=a)+e�Tk x(t)�(k)(f(t; x; �k); k)℄ s
∏l=1S(l)(t | a) dt == as

∏l=1S(l)1 (g(ay) | a) z
∫y [e( ~�k−�)Tx(g(av))�(k)(v)



ESTIMATION OF RELIABILITY 15+e(�k−�)Tx(g(ay))�(k)(av; k)℄ s
∏l=1S(l)(g(ay) | a) dy;So E{N (k)1 (z)−N (k)1 (y) | Fy} = 1{Z1>y} A1s

∏l=1S(l)1 (g(A1y) | a)z
∫y [e( ~�k−�)Tx(g(A1v))�(k)(v)+e(�k−�)Tx(g(A1y))�(k)(A1v; k); k℄ s

∏l=1S(l)(g(A1y) | A1) dyIf A1 = a and Z1 ≤ y then 1{Z1≥z} = 0. If A1 = a, Z1 > y then for v > yE{1{Z1≥v} | Fy} = 1{Z1>y}P{Z1 ≥ v | A1 = a; Z1 > y} =1{Z1>y}P{T1 ≥ g(av) | A1 = a}=P{Z1 ≥ g(ay) | A1 = a}:Hene, E{A1 z
∫y 1{Z1≥v}[e( ~�k−�)Tx(g(A1v))�(k)(v)+e(�k−�)Tx(g(A1y))�(k)(A1v; k)℄dv | Fy} =A11{Z1>y} z

∫y [e( ~�k−�)Tx(g(A1v))�(k)(v)+e(�k−�)Tx(g(A1y))�(k)(A1v; k)℄P{T1 ≥ g(av) | A1 = a}P{Z1 ≥ g(ay) | A1 = a}= E{N (k)1 (z)−N (k)1 (y) | Fy}:The equality (19) follows from the ontinuity of the ompensators of theounting proesses N (k)(z).



16 V. BAGDONAVI�CIUS, A. BIKELIS, V. KAZAKEVI�CIUS, M. NIKULINRemark 1. If �,�k; ~�k and k would be known then the lemma wouldimply the following estimators of the umulative intensities��(k)(z;�; �k; ~�k; k) = z
∫0 dN (k)(y)−Q(y; �; �k; k)dyY (y; �; ~�k) : (20)Suppose now that the parameter � is unknown. Note that this pa-rameter haraterizes the inuene of ovariates on degradation and isnot related with traumati failures. Taking into aount that the randomvariables lnAi = f(Ti; x(i); �)− lnZiare independent identially distributed with the mean, say m, whih doesnot depend on �, the parameter � is estimated by the method of leastsquares, minimizing the sumn

∑i=1(ln f(Ti; x(i); �)− lnZi −m)2;whih gives the system of equationsn n
∑i=1 ∫ Ti0 x(i)e�Tx(i)(u)du[ln f(Ti; x(i); �)− lnZi℄f(Ti; x(i); �) −n

∑i=1 ∫ Ti0 x(i)e�Tx(i)(u)duf(Ti; x(i); �) n
∑j=1[ln f(Tj ; x(i); �)− lnZj ℄ = 0: (21)If x(i) are onstant then this systems is linear:n n

∑i=1 x(i)[�Tx(i) +Ri − n
∑j=1(�Tx(j) +Rj)℄ = 0;here Ri = ln(Ti=Zi):Suppose now that the parameters �k; ~�k and k are unknown (we stillonsider the ase of known �). The parameters �k haraterize the in-uene of ovariates on the omponent of the failure rate whih are notexplained by degradation, k are the parameters of the parametri family



ESTIMATION OF RELIABILITY 17of this failure rate omponent. ~�k explains diret inuene on the ompo-nent of the failure rate explained by degradation.Assume pro tempore that the umulative intensities �(k)(z) are known.In suh a ase the data (13) is equivalent to the data (15).If Vi = k (k = 1; : : : ; s) then Ti = T (k)i and Ai are observed and and itis known that T (l)i > T (k)i ; l 6= k. The term of likelihood funtion orre-sponding to the ith unit and the kth failure mode is~�(k)(Ti | x(i); Ai) s
∏l=1S(l)(Ti | x(i); Ai) pA(Ai);where pA(a) is the density funtion of A. The last term in the produtdoes not depend on �, �k; ~�k, k, �(k) and an be dropped.If Vi = 0 then Ai are observed and it is known that T (k)i > T (0)i = z0Ai,k 6= 0. The term of likelihood funtion orresponding to the ith unit andthe kth failure mode iss

∏l=1S(l)(Ti) | x(i); Ai) pA(Ai):Set Æi = { 1; if Vi = k; k = 1; : : : ; s;0; if Vi = 0:The likelihood funtion orresponding to the kth failure mode isL(k) = n
∏i=1{~�(Vi)(Ti|x(i); Ai)}Æi s

∏k=1S(k)(Ti | x(i); Ai): (22)We write B0 = 1 even when B is not de�ned. Note that~�(Vi)(Ti|x(i); Ai) = s
∑k=1 ~�(k)(Ti|x(i); Ai)1{Vi=k};~�(k)(Ti|x(i); Ai) = e~�Tk x(i)(Ti)�(k)(f(Ti; x(i); �)=Ai)+e�Tk x(i)(t)�(k)(f(Ti; x(i); �k); k);S(k)(Ti | x(i); Ai) =



18 V. BAGDONAVI�CIUS, A. BIKELIS, V. KAZAKEVI�CIUS, M. NIKULINexp









−Ai f(Ti;x(i);�)=Ai
∫0 e( ~�k−�)Tx(i)(g(Aiz;x(i);�))d�(k)(z)

−H(k)(f(Ti; x(i); �k); k)} :If Vi = 0 then Æi = 0 and {�(Vi)(Zi)}Æi = 1.So in the ase of known �(k) the logarithm of the likelihood funtion is`(k) = n
∑i=1 s

∑k=1{ln[~�(k)(Ti|x(i); Ai)℄1{Vi=k}−Ai f(Ti;x(i);�)=Ai
∫0 e( ~�k−�)Tx(i)(g(Aiz;x(i);�))d�(k)(z)

−H(k)(f(Ti; x(i); �k); k)}: (23)Suppose �nally that all parameters �k; ~�k, k, �, �(k) are unknown. Set�N (k)(t) = N (k)(t)−N (k)(t−).The loglikelihood funtion (23) is modi�ed replaing~�(k)(Ti|x(i); Ai); �(k)(Zi); Aiby e~�Tk x(Ti) �N (k)(Zi)Y (Zi; �̂; ~�k) + e�Tk x(Ti)�(k)(f(Ti; x(i); �k); k);��(k)(Zi; �̂; �k; ~�k; k); Âi = Z−1i f(Ti; x(i); �̂);respetively: ~̀(k)(�k; k) = n
∑i=1 s

∑k=1{ln[e~�Tk x(Ti) �N (k)(Zi)Y (Zi; �̂; ~�k)+e�Tk x(Ti)�(k)(f(Ti; x(i); �k); k)℄1{Vi=k}−Ai f(Ti;x(i);�)=Ai
∫0 e( ~�k−�̂)Tx(i)(g(Aiz;x(i);�̂))d�(k)(z)



ESTIMATION OF RELIABILITY 19
−H(k)(f(Ti; x(i); �k); k)}: (24)The obtained modi�ed loglikelihood funtion depends on parameters �k,~�k and k. Denote by �̂k, ~�∗k and ̂k the maximizers of this funtion.The estimators of the umulative hazards �(k) are�̂(k)(z) = ��(k)(Zi; �̂; �̂k; ~�∗k ; ̂k): (25)The estimator of the .d.f. F isF̂ (a) = 1n n

∑i=1 1{f(Ti;x(i);�̂)≤aZi} = 1n n
∑i=1 1{Âi≤a}: (26)Remark 2. If failure times of the units are right-ensored by some randomvariables Ci, estimation proedure is the same interpreting ensoring asadditional ompeting failure mode.Indeed, we an set ~Ti = min(Ti; Ci), ~Vi = Vi if ~Ti = Ti and ~Vi = −1otherwise.Assume that ensoring times Ci are mutually independent, identiallyontinuously distributed and onditionally (given Ai = a) independent of(Ti; Vi).Then the data (13) is replaed by the data( ~T1; ~V1; Z1; x(1)); · · · ; ( ~Tn; ~Vn; Zn; x(n)):Ci an be interpreted as additional ompeting failure mode and the formof the estimators �̂(k) does not hange.4. Estimation of reliability harateristisLet us onsider reliability harateristis whih are interesting for ap-pliations. These are:1) The survival funtion of the failure time T = min(T (0); T (1); · · · ; T (s))under the ovariate x:S(t|x) = ∞

∫0 P(T > t |; x; a)dF (a) = ∞
∫f(t;x;�)=z0 s

∏k=1S(k)(t | x; a)dF (a):(27)



20 V. BAGDONAVI�CIUS, A. BIKELIS, V. KAZAKEVI�CIUS, M. NIKULIN2) The probability of non-traumati failure under the ovariate x inthe interval [0; t℄:P (0)(t|x) = f(t;x;�)=z0
∫0 s

∏k=1S(k)(g(az0; x; �) | x; a)dF (a): (28)In partiular, the probability of non-traumati failure under the ovariatex in the interval [0;∞) is obtained.3) The probability of traumati failure under the ovariate x in theinterval [0; t℄ isP (tr)(t|x) = ∞
∫0 s

∏k=1S(k)(t ∧ g(az0; x; �) | x; a)dF (a): (29)4) The probability of traumati failure of the kth mode, k = 1; : : : ; s,under the ovariate x in the interval [0; t℄:P (k)(t|x) = ∞
∫0 dF (a) t∧g(az0;x;�)

∫0 ∏l6=k S(l)(v | x; a) p(k)(v | x; a) dv =
∞
∫0 dF (a) z0∧a−1f(t;x;�)

∫0 s
∏l=1S(l)(g(au; x; �) | x; a)[ ad�(k)(u)+�(k)(au; k)du ℄: (30)Suppose that the ause of some traumati failure modes are eliminated.Note that elimination of a failure mode may inrease the number of failuresof other modes. Indeed, a failure of the lth mode is not observed if it ispreeded by a failure of the kth mode but this failure might be observedif the kth failure mode would be eliminated.If i1th, : : : , iqth (1 ≤ i1 < · · · < iq ≤ s) traumati failure modesare eliminated then the survival funtion S(t|x) and the probabilitiesP (0)(t|x), P (tr)(t|x), and P (k)(t|x), (k = 0; 1; : : : ; s) are modi�ed tak-ing ∏l 6=i1;:::;iq instead of s

∏l=1 in the formulas (27){(30). So an experimentusing units with eliminated failure modes is not needed and reliability



ESTIMATION OF RELIABILITY 21harateristis of suh units an be estimated using the data (13). The es-timators of survival harateristis of units with eliminated failure modesis useful for planning possible ways of reliability improvement.Formulas (27){(30) imply the following estimators of the main reliabil-ity harateristis:1) Ŝ(t|x) = 1n ∑i:Â−1i f(t;x;�̂)≤z0 s
∏k=1 Ŝ(k)(t | x; Âi); (31)Ŝ(k)(t | x; Âi) = exp









−A f(t;x;�̂)=A
∫0 e(�∗k−�̂)Tx(g(Az;x;�̂))d�̂(k)(z)

−H(k)(f(t; x; �̂k); ̂k)} :2) P̂ (0)(t|x) = 1n ∑i:Âi≤f(t;x;�̂)=z0 s
∏k=1 Ŝ(k)(g(Âiz0; x; �̂) | x; Âi): (32)3)P̂ (k)(t|x) = 1n n

∑i=1 z0∧Â−1i f(t;x;�̂)
∫0 s

∏l=1 Ŝ(l)(g(Âiu; x; �̂) | x; Âi)[Âid�̂(k)(u)+�(k)(Âiu; ̂k)du℄: (33)4) P̂ (tr)(t|x) = 1n n
∑i=1 s

∏k=1 Ŝ(k)(t ∧ g(Âiz0; x; �̂) | x; Âi): (34)The estimators of survival harateristis of units with eliminated failuremodes are obtained taking ∏l6=i1;:::;iq instead of s
∏l=1 in the formulas (31){(34)Suppose that at the moment t the degradation level is measured to bez. Using estimators of the umulative intensities, obtained from the aboveonsidered experiment the following residual reliability harateristis anbe estimated:



22 V. BAGDONAVI�CIUS, A. BIKELIS, V. KAZAKEVI�CIUS, M. NIKULINthe onditional probability to fail in the interval (t; t+�℄ under x giventhat at the moment t a unit is funtioning and it's degradation value isz: if � ≥ g( z0z f(t; x; �); x; �) − t thenQ(�; t; x; z) = 1; (35)if � < g( z0z f(t; x; �); x; �) − t thenQ(�; t; x; z) = 1− s
∏k=1S(k)(t+� | x; z−1f(t; x; �))s

∏k=1S(k)(t | x; z−1f(t; x; �)) ; (36)the onditional probability to have a non-traumati failure under x in theinterval (t; t +�℄ given that at the moment t an unit is funtioning andit's degradation value is z: if � < g( z0z f(t; x; �); x; �) − t thenQ(0)(�; t; x; z) = 0; (37)if � ≥ g( z0z f(t; x; �); x; �) − t thenQ(0)(�; t; x; z) = s
∏k=1S(k)(g( z0z f(t; x; �); x; �) | x; z−1f(t; x; �))s

∏k=1S(k)(t | x; z−1f(t; x; �)) ; (38)the onditional probability to have a traumati failure under x in theinterval (t; t +�℄ given that at the moment t an unit is funtioning andit's degradation value is z: Q(tr)(�; t; x; z)= 1− s
∏k=1S(k)((t+�) ∧ g( z0z f(t; x; �); x; �) | x; z−1f(t; x; �))s

∏k=1S(k)(t | x; z−1f(t; x; �)) ; (39)the onditional probability to have a traumati failure of the kth mode(k = 1; · · · ; s) in the interval (t; t + �℄ under x given that and at themoment t an unit is funtioning and it's degradation value is z:Q(k)(�; t; x; z)



ESTIMATION OF RELIABILITY 23= (t+�)∧g( z0z f(t;x;�);x;�)
∫t s

∏l=1S(l)(v | x; z−1f(t; x; �))~�(k)(v | x; z−1f(t; x; �))dvs
∏k=1S(k)(t | x; z−1f(t; x; �)) =

{z−1f(t; x; �) z0∧z f(t+�;x;�)f(t;x;�)
∫z s

∏l=1S(l)(g(uz f(t; x; �); x; �) | x; z−1f(t; x; �))d�(k)(u)+ (t+�)∧g( z0z f(t;x;�);x;�)
∫t s

∏l=1S(l)(u | x; z−1f(t; x; �))e�Tk x(u)�(k)(f(u; x; �k); k)du}=s
∏k=1S(k)(t | x; z−1f(t; x; �)): (40)The estimators of the residual reliability harateristis (35)-(40) areobtained replaing the parameters S(k); �; �k; k by their estimatorsŜ(k); �̂; �̂k; ̂k given in Setion 3.5. The ase of parametri �(k) and nonparametri FThe graphs of the estimators �̂(k)(z) give an idea of the form of theumulative intensity funtions �(k)(z). So the funtions �(k)(z) may behosen from spei�ed lasses. Then semiparametri or parametri estima-tion of the reliability harateristis an be done. Semiparametri estima-tion is used when the distribution of the random variable A is ompletelyunknown. Parametri estimation is used when the distribution of A istaken from a spei�ed family of distributions, (see, for example, Bagdon-aviius and Nikulin (1995, 2002), Greenwood and Nikulin (1996), Voinovand Nikulin (1993)).Suppose that the funtion �(k)(z) is from a lass of funtions�(k)(z) = �(k)(z; �k);where �k is a possibly multi-dimensional parameter. For example, analysisof tire failure time and wear data by non-parametri methods shows thatthe intensities �(k)(z) typially have the form (z=�1k)�2k .The logarithm of modi�ed likelihood funtion is is obtained by replaingin (23) ~�(k)(Ti|x(i); Ai); �(k)(Zi); Ai



24 V. BAGDONAVI�CIUS, A. BIKELIS, V. KAZAKEVI�CIUS, M. NIKULINby e~�Tk x(Ti)�(k)(Zi; �k) + e�Tk x(Ti)�(k)(f(Ti; x(i); �k); k);�(k)(Zi; �k); Âi = Z−1i f(Ti; x(i); �̂);respetively:~l(k)(�k; ~�k; k; �k) = n
∑i=1 s

∑k=1{ln[e~�Tx(Ti)�(k)(Zi; �k)+e�Tk x(Ti)�(k)(f(Ti; x(i); �k); k)℄1{Vi=k}−Âi Zi
∫0 e( ~�k−�̂)Tx(i)(g(Âiz;x(i);�̂))d�(k)(z; �k)

−H(k)(f(Ti; x(i); �k); k)};here �̂ is the estimator verifying the system of equations (21).Estimators of various reliability harateristis are obtained replaingin the formulas (27){(30), (35){(40) the parameters �; �k; k; �k by theirestimators, taking into aount that the funtions �(k)(z), �(k)(z), �(k)(z),and H(k)(z) are replaed by�̂(k)(z) = �(k)(z; �̂k); �̂(k)(z) = �(k)(z; �̂k);�̂(k)(z) = �(k)(z; ̂k); Ĥ(k)(z) = H(k)(z; ̂k):and the distribution funtion F (a) by it's estimator F̂n(a).Referenes1. V. Bagdonavi�ius, M. Nikulin, Semiparametri Models in Aelerated Life Test-ing. | Queen's Papers in Pure and Applied Mathematis 98. Queen's University:Kingston, Canada (1995).2. V. Bagdonavi�ius, M. Nikulin, Estimation in degradation models with explanatoryvariables. | Lifetime Data Analysis 7 (2001), 85{103.3. V. Bagdonavi�ius, M. Nikulin, Aelerated life models: Modeling and StatistialAnalysis. Chapman & Hall/CRC: Boa Raton. (2002).4. V. Bagdonavi�ius, A. Bikelis, V. Kazakevi�ius, and M. Nikulin, Analysis of jointmultiple failure mode and linear degradation data with renewals. | Journal ofStatistial Planning and Inferene 137 (2007), 2191{2207.
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